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Document A
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. Purple Hibiscus.
Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill, 2003, pp. 3-5.
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[...] Things started to fall apart at home when my brother, Jaja, did not go to communion
and Papa flung his heavy missal across the room and broke the figurines on the etagere. We
had just returned from church. Mama placed the fresh palm fronds, which were wet with holy
water, on the dining table and then went upstairs to change. Later, she would knot the palm
fronds into sagging cross shapes and hang them on the wall beside our gold-framed family
photo. They would stay there until next Ash Wednesday, when we would take the fronds to
church, to have them burned for ash.
Papa, wearing a long, gray robe like the rest of the oblates, helped distribute ash every year.
His line moved the slowest because he pressed hard on each forehead to make a perfect cross
with his ash-covered thumb and slowly, meaningfully enunciated every word of “dust and
unto dust you shall return.”
Papa always sat in the front pew for Mass, at the end beside the middle aisle, with Mama,
Jaja, and me sitting next to him. He was first to receive communion. Most people did not
kneel to receive communion at the marble altar, with the blond lifesize Virgin Mary mounted
nearby, but Papa did. He would hold his eyes shut so hard that his face tightened into a
grimace, and then he would stick his tongue out as far as it could go. Afterward, he sat back
on his seat and watched the rest of the congregation troop to the altar, palms pressed together
and extended, like a saucer held sideways, just as Father Benedict had taught them to do.
Even though Father Benedict had been at St. Agnes for seven years, people still referred to
him as “our new priest.” Perhaps they would not have if he had not been white. He still
looked new. The colors of his face, the colors of condensed milk and a cut-open soursop, had
not tanned at all in the fierce heat of seven Nigerian harmattans. And his British nose was still
as pinched and as narrow as it always was, the same nose that had had me worried that he did
not get enough air when he first came to Enugu.
Father Benedict had changed things in the parish, such as insisting that the Credo and kyrie
be recited only in Latin; Igbo was not acceptable. Also, hand clapping was to be kept at a
minimum, lest the solemnity of Mass be compromised. But he allowed offertory songs in
Igbo; he called them native songs, and when he said “native” his straight-line lips turned
down at the corners to form an inverted U.
During his sermons, Father Benedict usually referred to the pope, Papa, and Jesus—in that
order. He used Papa to illustrate the gospels. “When we let our light shine before men, we are
reflecting Christ’s Triumphant Entry,” he said that Palm Sunday. “Look at Brother Eugene.
He could have chosen to be like other Big Men in this country, he could have decided to sit at
home and do nothing after the coup, to make sure the government did not threaten his
businesses. But no, he used the Standard to speak the truth even though it meant the paper lost
advertising. Brother Eugene spoke out for freedom. How many of us have stood up for the
truth? How many of us have reflected the Triumphant Entry?”
The congregation said “Yes” or “God bless him” or “Amen,” but not too loudly so they
would not sound like the mushroom Pentecostal churches; then they listened intently, quietly.
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Even the babies stopped crying, as if they, too, were listening. On some Sundays, the
congregation listened closely even when Father Benedict talked about things everybody
already knew, about Papa making the biggest donations to Peter’s pence and St. Vincent de
Paul. Or about Papa paying for the cartons of communion wine, for the new ovens at the
convent where the Reverend Sisters baked the host, for the new wing to St. Agnes Hospital
where Father Benedict gave extreme unction. And I would sit with my knees pressed together,
next to Jaja, trying hard to keep my face blank, to keep the pride from showing, because Papa
said modesty was very important. Papa himself would have a blank face when I looked at
him, the kind of expression he had in the photo when they did the big story on him
after Amnesty World gave him a human rights award. It was the only time he allowed himself
to be featured in the paper. His editor, Ade Coker, had insisted on it, saying Papa deserved it,
saying Papa was too modest. Mama told me and Jaja; Papa did not tell us such things. That
blank look would remain on his face until Father Benedict ended the sermon, until it was time
for communion. After Papa took communion, he sat back and watched the congregation walk
to the altar and, after Mass, reported to Father Benedict, with concern, when a person missed
communion on two successive Sundays. He always encouraged Father Benedict to call and
win that person back into the fold; nothing but mortal sin would keep a person away from
communion two Sundays in a row.
So when Papa did not see Jaja go to the altar that Palm Sunday when everything changed,
he banged his leatherbound missal, with the red and green ribbons peeking out, down on the
dining table when we got home. The table was glass, heavy glass. It shook, as did the palm
fronds on it.
“Jaja, you did not go to communion,” Papa said quietly, almost a question.
Jaja stared at the missal on the table as though he were addressing it. “The wafer gives me
bad breath.”
I stared at Jaja. Had something come loose in his head? Papa insisted we call it the host
because “host” came close to capturing the essence, the sacredness, of Christ’s body. “Wafer”
was too secular, wafer was what one of Papa’s factories made—chocolate wafer, banana
wafer, what people bought their children to give them a treat better than biscuits.
“And the priest keeps touching my mouth and it nauseates me,” Jaja said. He knew I was
looking at him, that my shocked eyes begged him to seal his mouth, but he did not look at me.
“It is the body of our Lord.” Papa’s voice was low, very low. His face looked swollen
already, with pus-tipped rashes spread across every inch, but it seemed to be swelling
even more. “You cannot stop receiving the body of our Lord. It is death, you know that.”
“Then I will die.” Fear had darkened Jaja’s eyes to the color of coal tar, but he looked Papa
in the face now. “Then I will die, Papa.” [...]
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Document B
Barack Obama, “A More Perfect Union” speech,
National Constitution Center in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 18, 2008.
Source : http://obamaspeeches.com
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“We the people, in order to form a more perfect union.”
Two hundred and twenty-one years ago, in a hall that still stands across the street, a group of men
gathered and, with these simple words, launched America's improbable experiment in democracy.
Farmers and scholars; statesmen and patriots who had traveled across an ocean to escape tyranny and
persecution finally made real their declaration of independence at a Philadelphia convention that lasted
through the spring of 1787.
The document they produced was eventually signed but ultimately unfinished. It was stained by this
nation's original sin of slavery, a question that divided the colonies and brought the convention to a
stalemate until the founders chose to allow the slave trade to continue for at least twenty more years,
and to leave any final resolution to future generations.
Of course, the answer to the slavery question was already embedded within our Constitution—a
Constitution that had at its very core the ideal of equal citizenship under the law; a Constitution that
promised its people liberty, and justice, and a union that could be and should be perfected over time.
And yet words on a parchment would not be enough to deliver slaves from bondage, or provide men
and women of every color and creed their full rights and obligations as citizens of the United States.
What would be needed were Americans in successive generations who were willing to do their part—
through protests and struggle, on the streets and in the courts, through a civil war and civil
disobedience and always at great risk—to narrow that gap between the promise of our ideals and the
reality of their time.
This was one of the tasks we set forth at the beginning of this campaign—to continue the long march
of those who came before us, a march for a more just, more equal, more free, more caring and more
prosperous America. I chose to run for the presidency at this moment in history because I believe
deeply that we cannot solve the challenges of our time unless we solve them together—unless we
perfect our union by understanding that we may have different stories, but we hold common hopes;
that we may not look the same and we may not have come from the same place, but we all want to
move in the same direction—towards a better future for our children and our grandchildren.
This belief comes from my unyielding faith in the decency and generosity of the American people. But
it also comes from my own American story.
I am the son of a black man from Kenya and a white woman from Kansas. I was raised with the help of
a white grandfather who survived a Depression to serve in Patton's Army during World War II and a
white grandmother who worked on a bomber assembly line at Fort Leavenworth while he was
overseas. I've gone to some of the best schools in America and lived in one of the world's poorest
nations. I am married to a black American who carries within her the blood of slaves and
slaveowners—an inheritance we pass on to our two precious daughters. I have brothers, sisters, nieces,
nephews, uncles and cousins, of every race and every hue, scattered across three continents, and for as
long as I live, I will never forget that in no other country on Earth is my story even possible.
It's a story that hasn't made me the most conventional candidate. But it is a story that has seared into
my genetic makeup the idea that this nation is more than the sum of its parts—that out of many, we are
truly one.
Throughout the first year of this campaign, against all predictions to the contrary, we saw how hungry
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the American people were for this message of unity. Despite the temptation to view my candidacy
through a purely racial lens, we won commanding victories in states with some of the whitest
populations in the country. In South Carolina, where the Confederate flag still flies, we built a
powerful coalition of African Americans and white Americans.
This is not to say that race has not been an issue in the campaign. At various stages in the campaign,
some commentators have deemed me either “too black” or “not black enough.” We saw racial tensions
bubble to the surface during the week before the South Carolina primary. The press has scoured every
exit poll for the latest evidence of racial polarization, not just in terms of white and black, but black
and brown as well.
And yet, it has only been in the last couple of weeks that the discussion of race in this campaign has
taken a particularly divisive turn.
On one end of the spectrum, we've heard the implication that my candidacy is somehow an exercise in
affirmative action; that it's based solely on the desire of wide-eyed liberals to purchase racial
reconciliation on the cheap. On the other end, we've heard my former pastor, Reverend Jeremiah
Wright, use incendiary language to express views that have the potential not only to widen the racial
divide, but views that denigrate both the greatness and the goodness of our nation; that rightly offend
white and black alike. [...]
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Document C

Henry Ossawa Tanner, The Banjo Lesson (1893).
Oil on canvas, 49 × 35.5 inches / 124.5 × 90.2 cm
Hampton University Museum, Hampton, Virginia

